Jeremy Corbyn’s election to the leadership of the Labour Party sent shock waves throughout British politics. Corbyn, a lifelong socialist, was a rank outsider who had difficulty even getting on the ballot. Yet he ended up trouncing his opponents, winning 60% of the vote. The establishment was aghast. The official opposition to the government now had as its leader a man who, according to the *Daily Telegraph*, planned ‘to turn Britain into Zimbabwe.’

How this remarkable twist of events came about is the topic of Alex Nunns’ highly readable and richly informed book. Drawing on first-hand interviews with those involved in the campaign, including its most senior figures, Nunns traces the origins of Corbyn’s victory in the dissatisfaction with Blairism stirred by the Iraq War and the 2008 financial crash, the move to the left of the trade unions, and changes in the electoral rules of the Labour Party that turned out to be surreally at odds with the intentions of those who introduced them.

Giving full justice to the dramatic swings and nail-biting tensions of an extraordinary summer in UK politics, Nunns tells a story that, until now, has received widespread attention but little understanding.
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Chapter 7: A Movement Looking for a Home
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Chapter 8: Power in a Union
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Chapter 9: Division Bell
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39. As the organisation Media Lens pointed out in a response to Elliott’s review, simply focusing on the criticism or praise directed at Corbyn ignored the fact that the other candidates in the race were treated very differently: “High-profile Guardian journalists and others have been lined up to direct a flood of ‘disaster’ warnings, dismissals, derision, disbelief and mockery at Corbyn, and only Corbyn. Nothing remotely comparable has been directed at Burnham, Cooper or Kendall. This is a spectacular example of bias.” ‘Whitewash—The Guardian Readers’ Editor Responds On Jeremy Corbyn,’ Media Lens, 6 August 2015, https://archive.is/Jxdwh.

41. As the Labour MP Michael Meacher wrote in a letter to the Guardian published on 12 August: “The YouGov poll in July is surprising, not that 56 per cent (of the 3,000 electorate sample) agreed that ‘we must live within our means, so cutting the deficit is the top priority,’ but rather that 44 per cent did not. This is the dogma that has been pumped out relentlessly by George Osborne, all three main political parties, the City and business establishments, and the right wing 70 per cent of the media for five years. It is extraordinary that such an orchestrated barrage, opposed not even by the Labour Party, should command support from only slightly over half the population.” ‘Labour must challenge pro-austerity dogma,’ Guardian, 12 August 2015, https://archive.is/lxqjk.

Other polling, available at the time, showed that when respondents were not presented with a leading question they returned the opposite result. See chapter 3.


43. In October 2015 it was announced that Wintour was moving from his job as political editor to become the Guardian’s diplomatic editor. The timing was not unconnected to Corbyn’s victory. William Turvill, ‘Seumas Milne leaves Guardian for Labour as political editor Patrick Wintour moves to diplomatic role,’ Press Gazette, 21 October 2015, https://archive.is/ySPcq.
44. ‘The Guardian view on Labour’s choice: Corbyn has shaped the campaign, but Cooper can shape the future,’ Guardian, 13 August 2015, https://archive.is/jW4vg.
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49. Philip Collins, ‘Corbyn’s not the messiah, he’s a very naughty boy,’ Times, 31 July 2015, https://archive.is/gPwsN.
50. Polly Toynbee, ‘This leadership race is bigger than Labour: if Corbyn wins, Britain could be out of Europe,’ Guardian, 25 August 2015, https://archive.is/zCpAU.

51. Polly Toynbee, ‘Cooper has taken on Corbyn, gloves off. Could this be a knockout blow?’ Guardian, 13 August 2015, https://archive.is/bT9Wd.

52. Polly Toynbee, ‘This leadership race is bigger than Labour: if Corbyn wins, Britain could be out of Europe,’ Guardian, 25 August 2015, https://archive.is/zCpAU.


Jonathan Jones, ‘Labour centrists like me aren’t cynics: we’re the truly ethical wing of the left,’ Guardian, 8 August 2015, https://archive.is/yi3Zi.

Zoe Williams, ‘Jeremy Corbyn has the one Blairesque trait the Blairites don’t get: optimism,’ Guardian, 19 July 2015, https://archive.is/bqP3h.

Playwright David Edger’s unmistakably positive piece was published online as “Jeremy Corbyn’s rise is inspiring, but what if his opponents are correct?” until complaints forced its change to the diametrically opposed “We fear the public won’t back Corbyn, but he can win and here’s the proof.” David Edgar, ‘We fear the public won’t back Corbyn, but he can win and here’s the proof,’ Guardian, 30 August 2015, https://archive.is/y7keS.


Rafael Behr, ‘Here’s a strategy for Labour: imagine that good people also vote Tory,’ Guardian, 21 July 2015, https://archive.is/ZkljQ.

Rafael Behr, ‘Jeremy Corbyn may prevail, but he has no monopoly on virtue,’ Guardian, 2 September 2015, https://archive.is/p8Oxw.

Polly Toynbee, ‘This was the week the Labour leadership contest turned nasty,’ Guardian, 23 July 2015, https://archive.is/BduXm.

Jonathan Freedland’s article was a curious thing. Pondering how to win over Corbyn supporters, he warned: “Sounding like the grownups lecturing the kids won’t do it. Hurling insults won’t help either. Nor will
talk of electability.” This was strange, because Freedland immediately ignored all three bits of advice. He said Tony Blair had “tried to sit the kids down and say: ‘Look, you’ve had your fun.’” He insulted Corbyn supporters as exhibiting “a form of narcissism.” And he talked of electability by saying what was at stake was “the chance to oust the Tories before today’s 20-year-olds turn 40.” Jonathan Freedland, ‘The Corbyn tribe cares about identity, not power,’ Guardian, 24 July 2015, https://archive.is/8PCba.


70. The transmission ended with the words: “If Jeremy Corbyn wins… Her Majesty’s Official Opposition will be singing to a radically new tune.” The accompanying footage showed Corbyn joining in with a rendition of the Italian left wing anthem ‘Bandiera Rossa’ at a rally. If the scene was not sufficiently sinister, subtitles displayed a translation of the menacing lyrics: “Long live socialism and liberty!” ‘Panorama Jeremy Corbyn Labour’s Earthquake,’ LudVan2 72 channel, YouTube, 7 September 2015, https://youtu.be/0O7swacyZnY. Owen Jones, Twitter, 7 September 2015, https://archive.is/aEFUo.
For a critique of the Panorama programme see Tom Mills, ‘Panorama, the Corbyn surge and the political establishment,’ Open Democracy, 9 September 2015, https://archive.is/CYApL.

Chapter 11: Hubris to Humiliation


2. James Schneider, interview with the author.
6. Tony Blair, ‘Even if you hate me, please don’t take Labour over the cliff edge,’ Guardian, 12 August 2015, https://archive.is/VflIL.
8. Alastair Campbell, ‘Nice guy, good MP, making the weather: but it has to be ABC—Anyone But Corbyn. Labour could be finished if he wins,’ AlastairCampbell.org, 10 August 2015, https://archive.is/z4HV0.


17. Party membership increased initially under Tony Blair, but rather than heralding a new democratic age the influx was used to dilute the influence of activists and collective trade union representation, according to academic expert Jessica Garland: “The increase in ordinary members and membership rights created, paradoxically, an increase in central party control: it gave greater individual powers but undermined activist and local party organisation.” Jessica Garland, ‘A Wider Range of Friends: Multi-speed Organising during the 2015 Labour Leadership Contest,’ The Political Quarterly Volume 87, Issue 1, January-March 2016, published online 13 December 2015, https://archive.is/5RsFu.

18. The Blairite dream was to create what the political scientist Peter Mair dubbed a “partyless democracy”: consensus government “for the people,” which purported to be above special interests. This demanded that the party itself be either marginalised or emptied of its democratic content. As far as Blair and his acolytes were concerned, the party was a vehicle to transport them to power, rather than an institution to express the will of a coalition of social forces or—dare it be said—a


In 2010, in comments that were unpublished at the time, Lisa Nandy said: “Over the last 13 years we became top heavy as a party. We were founded as a grassroots movement. It’s the grassroots who are best placed to shape the direction of the party. It’s a cultural thing about respect for members. They are the ones who are best placed to know people’s concerns.” The words took on a certain irony six years later when Nandy resigned from the shadow cabinet in an action expressly designed to overturn the members’ will. Lisa Nandy, interview with the author for Red Pepper magazine, 27 October 2010.

20. Progress resembled a classic party faction, only with a glossy monthly magazine in place of a socialist newspaper. “They’ve got a machine which takes people in reasonable numbers out of student politics and helps them into minor positions, like doing a few hours’ work for a local MP,” explains Jon Lansman. “They then have this network for exercising patronage of people who prove to be good cadre for them, who get promoted up through council selections.”

21. In February 2012, an explosive anonymous dossier on Progress’ finances and activities was distributed throughout the party. It asserted that the organisation was promoting its own policies and campaigns within Labour while having no democratic procedures, and acting as a conduit for corporate influence hidden by a shady governance structure. This coincided with a concerted pushback against Progress by the unions in
what Unite described as a “struggle for Labour’s soul.” In summer 2012 the GMB announced it would be putting a motion to the Labour Party conference to ban Progress. In the end the organisation avoided being proscribed (it would have been extraordinary if it had been, since so many of the shadow cabinet were members) but it was forced to become more transparent and emerged from the confrontation wounded.

The biggest flashpoints between Progress and the unions came over selections, especially those of parliamentary candidates. With the Blairites having lost the Leader’s Office, it fell to Progress make overt interventions into selection contests.


22. When their programme came under attack in 2015, the Blairites’ response was rigid, as if what mattered was ideological purity, not practical results—an echo of the very accusation they spat contemptuously at the left. Even among neoliberals they appeared peculiarly inflexible. With Greece that summer providing a dramatic enactment of neoliberal failure on a historic scale, no less than the International Monetary Fund was beginning to reassess its tenets. But Blairites were more concerned with proving their economic credibility to an insular set of British political journalists. They gamely jumped through every hoop held out for them by George Osborne, a calamitous chancellor whose creed
and career would come crashing down less than a year later. So far from being ahead of the curve, they were being lapped by events.

23. As distinct from the ‘old right’ social democratic tradition embodied by figures like Roy Hattersley and Tom Watson, who also went along for the ride.

24. The Blairites had always been more marginal than they looked. Martin Kettle, a New Labour enthusiast at the Guardian, wrote in 1996—when Blair was shiny and new—that outside the political class it was “very rare” to “actually come across people who say they are really inspired by Blairism.” Labour may have been over 20 points ahead in the opinion polls (a lead Blair largely inherited from John Smith), but this was more a reflection of the deep unpopularity of the Tories than a clamour for Blair’s particular ideological vision. Even in parliament, Kettle wrote, there were “perhaps a dozen” MPs who really believed in the ‘project.’ This number increased once Labour was in government—the power to promote and demote can suddenly arouse fervent belief in a leader’s philosophy. Election victories brought new loyalists to the House of Commons at a time when the Blair machine dominated candidate selections. But while the PLP did become “an overwhelmingly right-wing body,” in the words of Michael Meacher, the pool of support for pure Blairism remained surprisingly shallow, as was made vividly clear in 2015 when only one of the potential Blairite leadership candidates was able to make it on to the ballot.

Jon Lansman, ‘How can Corbyn lead a party when he’s in a small minority where it matters most?’ Left Futures, 20 January 2016, https://archive.is/ZExYx.
This applied to Brownites as well as Blairites.

“It’s the weaknesses you get after a long period of government where you’ve recruited internally rather than recruited people who have built themselves up as politicians,” Akehurst adds.


What Luke Akehurst identified as ideological purity, Liz Kendall described as “purely pragmatic.” The refusal to countenance the notion that Blairism was ideological was a basic tenet of Blairite ideology. Even in their rare moments of self-criticism, Blairites seemed unable to do much more than state the obvious. An exception was Chuka Umunna who did manage to say something original, if only because it was based on a misunderstanding: “One of the huge weaknesses of New Labour was in its reliance on mobilisation from the centre, rather than organising. It therefore allowed itself to be characterised as an elite project with wide popular support but it did not build a base for its support within the party across the country, and it did not develop
leaders from the communities it represented. It was strong on policy but weak on strengthening democratic politics, particularly Labour politics.” The aversion to internal democracy that Umunna identified was, of course, intentional. It was integral to Blairism. Its “reliance on mobilisation from the centre” was not a weakness but the very means by which it had succeeded, on its own terms, for 16 years.


Patrick Wintour, ‘We must all work with Jeremy Corbyn, says Chuka Umunna,’ Guardian, 1 September 2015, https://archive.is/Yd2dg.

33. In truth, Liz Kendall’s result probably understated the strength of the Blairites—slightly. A better-known, more charismatic candidate might have scored more highly. Some Blairites, including Alan Johnson, defected to Yvette Cooper on the basis that she had more chance of winning. But as Cooper’s vote tally was itself poor (17 per cent, the majority of whom were not Blairite switchers), this was of little comfort. It was not even the case that Kendall’s voters were all as devoted to the cause as might be imagined—Team Corbyn’s internal canvassing data suggested that 20 per cent of them put the left candidate as their second preference (according to Jon Lansman). Extraordinary as it seems, there were voters who chose between Kendall and Corbyn on the basis that the party needed to be picked up and given a good shake, whether by the left or the right.

34. The Kendall campaign’s primary pitch was that she was best placed to win a general election. Labour members did not agree. A YouGov poll of leadership election
voters found only 19 per cent believed Kendall could win a general election. 71 per cent believed she could not, meaning she was considered by far the least electable candidate—the opposite opinion to that held by much of the commentariat. Other polls of all voters (not just Labour) painted a similar picture. An Opinium poll found Kendall was the least popular candidate with 11 per cent (Jeremy Corbyn was the most popular on 23 per cent).

‘YouGov/The Times Survey Results,’ YouGov, 10 August 2015, [https://archive.is/XZJCM](https://archive.is/XZJCM).

‘Opinium Research Results / Tables August 2015,’ Opinium, 14 August 2015, [https://archive.is/OYsON](https://archive.is/OYsON).

Chapter 12: The Corbyn Surge

1. This event has been reconstructed based on: author interviews with Michael Calderbank, Jon Lansman, James Schneider and another source who requested anonymity; Carole Cadwalladr, ‘From Blair to Corbyn: the changing face of Islington, Labour’s London heartland,’ Observer, 9 August 2015, [https://archive.is/N2vFO](https://archive.is/N2vFO); Robert Booth, ‘Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour leadership bid gathers pace as supporters flock to rally,’ Guardian, 3 August 2015, [https://archive.is/EbAeG](https://archive.is/EbAeG); for an account that includes the image of the teenagers looking in through the window see Sam Ashton, ‘The birth of a new political movement: mass rallies show huge support for Corbyn,’ Socialist Appeal, 4 August 2015, [https://archive.is/HjzgL](https://archive.is/HjzgL); Jeremy Corbyn’s various speeches at the rally can be
viewed on YouTube—for the speech in the main hall see ‘20150803 195556,’ Leo X X X channel, YouTube, 4 August 2015, https://youtu.be/iXoL_fdmrYc; for the speech in the Council Chamber see ‘Jeremy Corbyn full speech at Camden overflow meeting,’ Ratul Majid channel, YouTube, 4 August 2015, https://youtu.be/pGAQ9zOVGM; for the speech on the fire engine see ‘Jeremy Corbyn speaks from a fire engine in Camden 3 August 2015,’ heiko khoo channel, YouTube, 3 August 2015, https://youtu.be/0M9nEmFcFio.


3. A huge push on social media to get people to sign up caused online mentions of Corbyn to skyrocket. “We had the countdown, 24 hours to go,” remembers Marshajane Thompson. “Best £3 you’ve ever spent, 24 hours to make sure you can vote for Jeremy.”


5. Last of the Summer Wine was the world’s longest-running sitcom about the antics of a trio of old men.

6. Toby Helm, ‘Jeremy Corbyn: “This is the most open democratic election Labour has ever had,”’ Guardian, 1 August 2015, https://archive.is/ajhRc.

7. Llandudno has a population of 20,000, and 500 turned out.
Owen Jones, ‘My honest thoughts on the Corbyn campaign—and overcoming formidable obstacles,’ Medium, 29 August 2015, https://archive.is/tZKIU.
Dan Bloom and Jez Hemming, ‘Jeremy Corbyn rally draws more than 500 people in seaside town of just 20,000,’ Mirror, 11 August 2015, https://archive.is/Kjega.


8. That comprised 300 at a lunchtime meeting in Aberdeen, 500 more in Dundee that evening, 700 in Edinburgh the following day, and 1,200 in Glasgow. Severin Carrell, ‘Scottish Labour campaigners rally behind Jeremy Corbyn,’ Guardian, 14 August 2015, https://archive.is/h5ReB.

9. Not all the meetings were in giant halls. An informal, largely unpublicised gathering in a pub garden in Manchester attracted 400 people. “It did become a thing of we literally didn’t want to do meetings in venues that only had one door in and out,” says a member of Corbyn’s campaign team. “Certain pubs or churches, if they were in the city centre and there was no back entrance, it was going to be difficult to move him out if there’s a crowd of 1,000 people between him and the exit and he’s got to get the train.” For the Scottish leg of the tour see Severin Carrell, ‘Corbyn blames Scotland electoral defeat on weak austerity and Trident stances,’ Guardian, 13 August 2015, https://archive.is/XCGf6.


10. There were 1,000 more waiting inside the Tyne Theatre for Corbyn’s third speech of the evening.
Helen Pidd, ‘Jez we can! Corbyn draws thunderous support on rainy day in Middlesbrough,’ Guardian, 19 August 2015, https://archive.is/gKtF1.

For an account of the Nottingham event, including a great picture of the scene, see Michael White, ‘Jeremy Corbyn steals hearts in Robin Hood country,’ Guardian, 21 August 2015, https://archive.is/PQoU0.

The figure of 2,000 for the attendance in Manchester comes from Cat Smith, interview with the author.


15. Toby Helm, ‘Jeremy Corbyn: “This is the most open democratic election Labour has ever had,”’ https://archive.is/ajhRc.

16. Of course, many of those drawn into the Corbyn movement were not concerned with the fine detail of the candidate’s ideology—what mattered more was simply that it was a break from the dominant Labour tradition. But his thinking informed the character of the movement.
17. After Tony Benn’s narrow defeat in the 1981 deputy leadership contest, Vladimir Derer, the founder of the Campaign for Labour Party Democracy, privately criticised the “presidential” style of his campaign. When Benn responded that the election had been about “policies, not personalities” and that Derer had fallen for right wing propaganda, Derer snapped back: “But Tony, you are falling for your own propaganda.” Jon Lansman, ‘Obituary: Vladimir Derer, leading campaigner for Labour Party democracy,’ Left Futures, 11 June 2014, https://archive.is/sAH97.

18. The money from the auction of the cup went to the charity Age UK. It was tongue in cheek hero worship. ‘Jeremy Corbyn’s paper cup sells for £51,’ Guardian, 27 August 2015, https://archive.is/54Xu8.

19. Marshajane Thompson, interview with the author.


23. A graph illustrating the volume of online mentions that each candidate’s name received during the contest shows four big humps, getting successively larger. The first corresponded to the efforts to get Corbyn on the ballot. The second began with the Welfare Bill, before a
bigger hump signified the surge in mid-August. The final and largest hump, unsurprisingly, surrounded the announcement of the result on 12 September 2015. The volume of mentions for the other candidates was insignificant in comparison.

‘Which candidate is social talking about?’ Brandwatch React, 2015, https://archive.is/OQm5v.


25. ‘Kittens for Corbyn’ later changed its name to ‘Momentum Moggies.’


34. ‘Tackling the Housing Crisis,’ Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader, 5 August 2015, https://archive.is/MaqeG.


39. ‘Iraq war—we must make amends,’ Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader, 21 August 2015, http://archive.is/WIo3T.


41. ‘Street Harassment,’ Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader, 25 August 2015, https://archive.is/y76CR.


43. ‘The Arts,’ Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader, 1 September 2015, https://archive.is/RsF9A.

44. ‘Rural Renewal,’ Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader, 9 September 2015, https://archive.is/DeqWG.

45. Marshajane Thompson remembers an important moment in the campaign’s online efforts being a post about Corbyn’s mental health policy. “Jeremy was
saying there was a mental health crisis in this country,” she says. “We made a meme out of one of the quotes from [his speech].” Whereas previously the Corbyn For Leader Facebook page had reached half a million people with its most popular posts, that meme was seen by 2 million. “We were like, ‘OK, we’ve literally just jumped from half a million to 2 million people when Jeremy mentioned mental health.’ People wanted politicians to talk about nitty-gritty issues.”

36. ‘Tackling the Housing Crisis,’ Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader, 5 August 2015, https://archive.is/MaqeG.


38. ‘A better future for young people,’ Jeremy Corbyn for Labour Leader, 10 August 2015, https://archive.is/yE1fG.

39. The responses suggested the party should prioritise housing, broadband, farming and fishing, as well as stopping closures of local bus services and post offices.


44. Ben Sellers believes the regional organisers structure should have been maintained following the contest, given the inevitable battles ahead, instead of being dismantled. He says: “Because of the shock of suddenly becoming the leader of the Labour Party, Jeremy and all that team just got sucked into what was going on in parliament and took their eye off the ball, certainly for a few weeks in terms of what the legacy was going to be. We lost a few people that were very committed.”

45. A sense of the growth of the operation in the central office is glimpsed by the fact that a space that had previously housed eight staff was by the end of the contest crammed with 25 people perched behind specially bought Ikea desks the width of a laptop. Weekly planning meetings that initially involved half-a-dozen people were soon attracting 20. “There were times when Jeremy ended up stood up because there wasn’t a chair for him and he’d turned up late,” remembers one of the attendees. “Jeremy being Jeremy he wouldn’t let someone else get out of their chair.”

46. USP stands for unique selling point.

47. ‘YouGov/The Times Survey Results,’ YouGov, 10 August 2015, https://archive.is/XZJCM.

48. The same data showed that just 26 per cent of Corbyn’s supporters had a household income of more than £40,000, compared to 29 per cent of Burnham’s, 32 per cent of Cooper’s, and 44 per cent of Kendall’s. Freddie Sayers, “‘You may say that I’m a dreamer’: inside the mindset of Jeremy Corbyn’s supporters,’ YouGov, 27 August 2015, https://archive.is/SsuJv.

49. Yvette Cooper’s ratings with women actually deteriorated thereafter, ultimately slipping to 16 per cent according to a later poll by YouGov that was adjusted to

50. According to the 10 August poll, 11 per cent of men told YouGov they would choose the Blairite candidate compared to just 4 per cent of women. The sub-sample of Kendall supporters was small, but the pattern was similar in YouGov’s other polls during the contest.

51. According to the 10 August poll, in London Corbyn was the choice of 62 per cent of those polled. In the rest of the South he was on 55 per cent, in Scotland 53 per cent, in the North 49 per cent, and in the Midlands and Wales 47 per cent. Burnham’s best showing was in the North, but it was only 28 per cent. Cooper’s support was strongest in the Midlands and Wales. Kendall’s was strongest—or, rather, least weak—in London.

52. According to the 10 August poll, Corbyn had the backing of 56 per cent of 18-24 year olds and 58 per cent of those aged 25-39; but among the older cohort of 40-59 year olds—the New Labour generation—he still won 53 per cent and could even boast 49 per cent of the over 60s.

53. Although with 51 per cent, Corbyn ended up winning an absolute majority even in the age group least inclined to vote for him. ‘YouGov Survey Results,’ YouGov, 15 September 2015, https://archive.is/lQs46.

54. Corbyn’s poll rating rose by 19 points among 18-24 year olds. He achieved an almost as impressive 18-point rise among 40-59 year olds.

For the 15 September poll see ‘YouGov Survey Results,’ YouGov, 15 September 2015, https://archive.is/lQs46.


60. For more on the entryism accusation see chapter 13.


The YouGov opinion polls played a double role in the contest, not only reflecting the level of support for Corbyn but also boosting it by lending credibility to the idea that a left candidate could become leader of the Labour Party. Yet at the same time there was deep mistrust of polling companies following their failures in the general election. Instead of seeing Corbyn in the lead and easing off, many people became even more determined that he should win and either signed up themselves or recruited others to make sure it happened.

62. 112,799 registered supporters signed up in total, of whom 105,598 eventually voted.
Of members who had joined after the 2015 general election, fully 63 per cent favoured Corbyn, according to the poll. He was the clear choice—52 per cent—of members who had joined in the Miliband period. Among those who joined before 2010 Corbyn led Burnham by 39 per cent to 26 per cent. ‘YouGov/The Times Survey Results,’ YouGov, 10 August 2015, https://archive.is/XZJCM.

Chapter 13: The Empire Strikes Back


2. From Cooper’s perspective there were good reasons to carry on. She had a new, aggressive strategy to test out, she had an endorsement from the Guardian, and she was expecting another from Gordon Brown (which eventually came, after one false start, on 24 August, and had no impact at all). It was sexist, she argued, to demand that both women pull out of the race. The Cooper campaign public justification for its continuance was that the alternative vote system used for the election, where votes would be redistributed to an elector’s second, third and fourth preference if their first was eliminated, meant it made no difference whether there was one challenger or three. This reasoning was specious—Team Corbyn’s canvassing returns suggested that up to a quarter of Burnham and Cooper’s voters were likely to put Corbyn as their second preference, according to Jon Lansman. If there were only two candidates, this would cease to matter. Rosa Prince, Comrade Corbyn: A Very Unlikely Coup (Biteback Publishing, 2016), ch. 20, pp. 375-384 (ebook version, EPUB/iPad).

3. An unnamed “source on the Blairite wing of the party” told Rosa Prince: “Andy was only tacking left as a tactical thing to try and defeat Corbyn, and this was understood and accepted as a necessary step.” A “senior member” of Andy Burnham’s campaign team said: “Yvette went on the attack, Liz went on the attack and Andy didn’t; he praised him and praised him and praised him, because we knew that our best chance of
winning was to pick up the soft support for him and try to convert that.” Cooper’s team believed that Burnham’s tactics “validated” Corbyn and helped him win, betraying a myopic view of politics as a game of positioning. Rosa Prince, Comrade Corbyn: A Very Unlikely Coup (Biteback Publishing, 2016), ch. 20, pp. 383-384 and 391 (ebook version, EPUB/iPad).


5. “This was a period when we were eroding the Burnham vote and Cooper was gaining momentum and that was very convenient,” says Jon Lansman. “Keeping Burnham and Cooper at each other’s throats and ensuring that neither of them was the clear leader was pretty critical.”

6. Christopher Hope, ‘Lord Mandelson’s failed ‘mass resignation’ bid to attempt to stop Jeremy Corbyn winning Labour leadership,’ Telegraph, 16 August 2015, https://archive.is/ORf3O.


10. This initially involved staff checking applicants against lists of other parties’ candidates and their supporting nominators in recent elections.
11. Harman was speaking after Labour’s NEC had agreed the details of the scheme, including the £3 fee (the price had not been specified by the Collins Review). Rosa Prince, Comrade Corbyn: A Very Unlikely Coup (Biteback Publishing, 2016), ch. 14, p. 264 (ebook version, EPUB/iPad).

12. A wary NEC “tried to limit that to a certain extent by ensuring it wasn’t just a decision of the Labour Party office” by establishing panels to oversee the vetting process, Martin Mayer says.

13. 48,000 people reportedly became members between the general election and Corbyn getting onto the ballot; 20,000 more were said to have joined by 28 July 2015; and in excess of 20,000 further people became members in the subsequent two weeks to take the total to 292,973. Patrick Wintour, ‘Harriet Harman: we are weeding out bogus Labour leadership voters,’ Guardian, 28 July 2015, https://archive.is/tnYEx. ‘Number of voters in leadership contest revised down to 550,000,’ LabourList, 25 August 2015, https://archive.is/Nt7Zi.


16. The Burnham, Cooper and Kendall campaigns had previously sent a joint letter to Labour HQ alleging that trade unions had given Corbyn early sight of contact details for affiliated supporters, enabling them to be canvassed. “They never gave us any data at all,” says Jon


In fairness to the party, legal worries were one legitimate reason why so much energy was put into identifying potential infiltrators. The concept of using a leadership contest for a recruitment drive was achieving its aim in spectacular fashion, but Labour was left trying to work out who was entitled to vote even after ballot papers had been posted. “From their perspective it was a poorly designed system, but it was the system they had designed,” says James Schneider of the Corbyn campaign. “They had a vested interest in it not completely falling apart.”


21. ‘Number of voters in leadership contest revised down to 550,000,’ LabourList, 25 August 2015, https://archive.is/Nt7Zi.

22. Team Corbyn’s nerves were clear from a tetchy press release put out on 21 August 2015 in response to revived allegations from the Burnham camp that the race was being distorted by “several thousand Tory infiltrators.” It was the only time in the contest that Corbyn’s campaign sounded irritated. “Andy Burnham should concentrate on fighting to win rather than seeking excuses for not winning,” it said.
Rowena Mason and Frances Perraudin, ‘Harriet Harman insists result of Labour leadership election will be final,’ Guardian, 21 August 2015, https://archive.is/YCq4j.

23. While the Corbyn campaign was trying to play down the purge, John Woodcock MP from Liz Kendall’s team (and chair of Progress) was peddling a paranoid conspiracy theory claiming that the whole exercise was a “highly organised” plot in anticipation of a future attack on the right. “The hard left is crying foul about a purge now to prepare the ground for a mass deselection of elected representatives if it wins control,” he said. “The false notion that the party’s process of vetting the electorate for supporters of other parties constitutes a purge is intended to muddy the waters for the genuine purge of longstanding councillors and MPs that is to come.” It seems Woodcock wildly overestimated the left’s strategic clarity. Rowena Mason and Frances Perraudin, ‘Harriet Harman insists result of Labour
leadership election will be final,’ Guardian, 21 August 2015, https://archive.is/YCq4j.

24. Mark Serwotka was probably denied a vote for his past support for other parties, although he was subsequently allowed to join the Labour Party as a full member, suggesting his exclusion had been wrong. Rowena Mason, ‘Labour bans trade union head from voting in leadership election,’ Guardian, 25 August 2015, https://archive.is/IoOIM.

25. Schneider explains: “We’ve got to be able to contact people if there are going to be appeals... Also people are calling up and seem upset and concerned about something and if I were in their position I’d be really upset and pissed off. The fact that someone is at least noting your case and putting it with others and saying that if there is something that can be done—not promising anything—but trying to work it out, has a benefit on its own.”

26. The number changed only minimally thereafter.
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61. The CCTV clips from the train released by Richard Branson and Virgin Trains were carefully selected to appear to show empty seats, many of which were in fact occupied or reserved. Yannis Mendez, the film maker who travelled with Corbyn and made the original video showing the Labour leader sitting on the floor because the train was full, requested his CCTV data from Virgin Trains. When the company finally supplied it, the footage showed the train was packed and corroborated Corbyn’s version of events. ‘EXCLUSIVE: New CCTV footage reveals Jeremy Corbyn told truth about “Traingate,”’ Double Down News channel, YouTube, 23 August 2017, https://youtu.be/47fqjA8CwGE.


64. ‘Undecided voters for Jeremy Corbyn or Owen Smith,’ GarycomUK channel, YouTube, 17 August 2016, https://youtu.be/g2U-slZKeOQ. Corbyn “wasn’t particularly keen to do [the Victoria Derbyshire show], to say the least,” according to his campaign director Sam Tarry. “We knew Victoria Derbyshire herself was very hostile.” Ned Simons, ‘Sam Tarry, Jeremy Corbyn’s Campaign Director, Says “Intellectually Bankrupt” Labour MPs Need Replacing,’ Huffington Post, 25 October 2016, https://archive.is/IchFe.


67. Conor Pope, ‘Saving Labour “signed up 120,000 people” to vote for Owen Smith,’ LabourList, 11 August 2016, https://archive.is/smlK0.


69. Mike Silver, ‘20 policy proposals from Owen Smith—but how many are his own?’ Vox Political, 27 July 2016, https://archive.is/Ub5NX.
Chapter 16: The Snap Election


Chapter 16: Act One

1. The polls probably slightly underestimated Labour’s support. The company that got closest to predicting the election result, Survation, never had Labour below 29 per cent. The British Election Study put Labour on 27 per cent in its April-May wave of surveys.


6. It is frustrating for the reader that so many quotes are unattributed but this is unavoidable due to the ongoing roles played by the sources.


10. John Harris, ‘Stoke-on-Trent is the Brexit heartland that could be Corbyn’s Waterloo,’ Guardian, 13 January 2017, https://archive.is/nessV.


12. This plan appeared to have no prospect of success. Owen Jones, ‘Jeremy Corbyn says he’s staying. That’s not good enough,’ Guardian, 1 March 2017, https://archive.is/SP8pO.

   Abi Wilkinson had already previously expressed her disappointment. Abi Wilkinson, ‘I was rooting for
Corbyn, but he has let me down,’ Total Politics, 2 June 2017, https://archive.is/mLtEg.
Williams had also previously withdrawn support:

15. Jon Stone, ‘Here are all the times Theresa May said there would be no election,’ Independent, 18 April 2017, https://archive.is/F2yTP.
20. The dozen MPs initially regarded as pro-Corbyn were: Dan Carden, Marsha De Cordova, Emma Dent Coad, David Drew, Hugh Gaffney, Karen Lee, Jared O’Mara, Laura Pidcock, Danielle Rowley, Lloyd Russell Moyle, Laura Smith, Chris Williamson.
23. A selection at random—
   Peter Kyle: Joel Adams, ‘Hove's Labour candidate Peter Kyle: A vote for me is not a vote for Corbyn,’ Brighton Argus, 19 May 2017, https://archive.is/q8UxD.
   Joan Ryan: Jessica Elgot, ‘Back me despite Corbyn as May will win, Labour candidate urges voters,’ Guardian, 2 June 2017, https://archive.is/BgNAd.
25. Kate McCann, ‘Labour MPs reject Jeremy Corbyn's manifesto as Theresa May warns the party has “abandoned” working class,’ Telegraph, 12 May 2017, https://archive.is/vr2n2.
30. The list has been seen by the author.
32. ‘Note for Strategy Group,’ internal document seen by the author.
36. James Tapsfield, ‘PM warns she needs an election mandate “as strong” as new French president Emmanuel Macron to succeed in Brexit talk,’ Mail Online, 8 May 2017, https://archive.is/tknGo.


43. Tom Phillips, ‘People On Facebook Didn't Think This Was The “Brexit Election,”’ BuzzFeed News, 8 June 2017, https://archive.is/UQ9US.

45. Alex Nunns, ‘Why Corbyn’s “unpopularity” is exaggerated: Polls show he’s more popular than most other parties’ leaders – and on the up,’ Red Pepper, 10 May 2017, https://archive.is/wHcnw.
50. Kate McCann, ‘Local elections 2017: Jeremy Corbyn branded “cowardly and selfish” for failing to take responsibility for losses,’ Telegraph, 6 May 2017, https://archive.is/jIm7A.

Chapter 16: Act Two

   Rowena Mason, ‘Diane Abbott calls on left to back free movement as workers' right,’ Guardian, 28 March 2017, https://archive.is/YfjhS.
12. For 2015 see chapter 2.
14. Ibid., p. 56.
15. According to the Southside print team.


18. Figure provided by a member of staff for the Labour Party.


23. Tom Phillips, ‘People On Facebook Didn’t Think This Was The “Brexit Election,”’ BuzzFeed News, 8 June 2017, https://archive.is/UQ9US.

Tom Newton Dunn, ‘MAY FOXED CAMPAIGN Theresa May’s support for fox hunting lost Conservatives huge election majority, say campaign chiefs,’ Sun, 12 June 2017, https://archive.is/XyuLH.

24. “Line of the campaign, that,” comments one of Corbyn’s advisors.


30. ‘Electoral registration at the June 2017 UK general election,’ The Electoral Commission, July 2017, https://archive.is/cqfcX.


32. There was also a correlation between the constituencies Corbyn visited and a big boost in vote share, although this does not necessarily mean it was the rallies that caused it. See Alia Middleton, ‘Criss-crossing the country: did Corbyn and May’s constituency visits impact on their GE17 performance?’ London School of Economics British Politics and Policy blog, 9 August 2017, https://archive.is/MaCv7.

33. ‘Top UK General Election Twitter Influencers according to @PoliticsUKTD,’ Listed blog, June 2017, https://archive.is/BnjPI.

34. A BuzzFeed investigation of the new left outlets was informative but amusing for its unshakable assumption that they were “deluding” their audience, as the election result would show. It stands as an unwitting vindication of these outlets’ critique of the underlying prejudices in mainstream journalism. Jim Waterson, ‘The Rise Of The Alt-Left British Media,’ BuzzFeed News, 6 May 2017, https://archive.is/Yek47.


38. According to Bobby, one of the founders of Double Down News, the page had a total reach over the election period of 21 million, 16 million of whom were in the UK. There were around 32 million Facebook users in the UK in 2017.


42. ‘Jeremy Corbyn and Chill | Poet & Vuj Present!’ COPA90 channel, YouTube, 31 May 2017, https://youtu.be/s1BGDqCjE5M.


44. melancholy egg yolk (@ggeordiebore), Twitter, 31 May 2017, https://archive.is/3cxdT.


46. ‘Top UK General Election Twitter Influencers according to @PoliticsUKTD,’ Listed blog, June 2017, https://archive.is/BnjPI.


49. Statistic supplied to the author.


51. Statistics supplied to the author. The Facebook figure is total “reach,” the Twitter figure is “impressions.” Jeremy Corbyn, Facebook, 22 May 2017, https://archive.is/zaNeP.

Jeremy Corbyn, Twitter, 22 May 2017, https://archive.is/JpoBW.

Jeremy Corbyn, Facebook, 9 May 2017, https://archive.is/5MgbA.
57. Charles White, ‘Tories spent £1,200,000 on negative anti-Jeremy Corbyn social media adverts,’ Metro, 10 June 2017, https://archive.is/ZeTRw.
59. Figures provided by Momentum.
61. Figures provided by Momentum.

63. Laura Hughes, ‘Jeremy Corbyn deliberately “lowering the bar” so he can stay on as leader,’ Telegraph, 17 May 2017, https://archive.is/OqYHF.


    Andrew Fisher, Twitter, 3 June 2017, https://archive.is/HdmVO.
    Jim Waterson, Twitter, 7 June 2017, https://archive.is/hVM1Z.


74. Anecdotal accounts were reported to the author.

75. The mention of six lost constituencies includes Copeland, which was lost in a by-election.

76. Document supplied to the author.

77. Dan Hancox, “‘There is no unwinnable seat now” – how Labour revolutionised its doorstep game,’ Guardian, 13 June 2017, https://archive.is/M57zw.


81. Figure provided by Momentum.


Chapter 16: Act Three


4. ‘Electoral registration at the June 2017 UK general election,’ The Electoral Commission, July 2017, https://archive.is/cqfcX.


14. Matt Zarb-Cousin, ‘Labour is surging in the polls – and it’s all because the media is finally giving Jeremy Corbyn impartial coverage,’ Independent, 22 May 2017, https://archive.is/IgFbR.
15. ‘Emily Thornberry nearly drops the “b bomb”... - BBC News,’ BBC News channel, YouTube, 14 May 2017, https://youtu.be/ACg9ajikENA.
18. Angela Phillips, ‘Don’t believe the pundits: it’s too soon to dismiss the power of the red tops,’ Conversation, 15 June 2017, https://archive.is/GevhC.

20. Jonathan Freedland, ‘It’s a delusion to think that the terror attacks are just about foreign policy,’ Guardian, 26 May 2017, https://archive.is/Rt3FY.


22. John Harris, ‘Stoke-on-Trent is the Brexit heartland that could be Corbyn’s Waterloo,’ Guardian, 13 January 2017, https://archive.is/nessV.

23. John Harris, ‘Corbyn shows there’s a new way of doing politics. Straight talking is back,’ Guardian, 3 June 2017, https://archive.is/phHHI.


30. Adam Boulton, Twitter, 29 May 2017, https://archive.is/sQ2FN.
34. Will de Freitas, Twitter, 29 May 2017, https://archive.is/Vs4gB.
37. BBC News (UK), Twitter, 31 May 2017, https://archive.is/w6nfC.
38. ‘Emily Thornberry turns up for an impromptu chat with BBC News,’ Imajsa Claimant channel, YouTube, 31 May 2017, https://youtu.be/jCyrFoYUX8g.
41. ‘BBC Question Time Leaders Special: Theresa May & Jeremy Corbyn Q&As (02Jun17),’ BLIGHTY TV 2 channel, YouTube, 2 June 2017, https://youtu.be/bHDaBvbEn4w.
42. ‘General Election 2017 Poll prepared on behalf of the Mail of Sunday,’ Survation, 3 June 2017, https://archive.is/DkDkk.
44. ‘Theresa May’s personal ratings fall as Labour reduces Conservative lead,’ Ipsos MORI, 2 June 2017, https://archive.is/CZNe1.
To compare with the earlier figures, see ‘Labour vote share rises – but their support is much softer than Conservatives’,’ Ipsos MORI, 18 May 2017, https://archive.is/KiqjS.
48. Nick Lowles, ‘What young people think about this election,’ Hope Not Hate, 3 June 2017, https://archive.is/Mh4Ei.
53. We Are His Media (@ReclaimTheNews), Twitter, 4 June 2017, https://archive.is/N49Qi.
55. Figures supplied to the author. EL4C (@EL4JC), Twitter, 4 June 2017, https://archive.is/sz0UU.
57. The clip had been disinterred by Conservative supporters rather than republished by the BBC. The accompanying text stated that Corbyn had been asked “whether he would be happy to order police or military to shoot-to-kill if there was a Paris-style terror attack.” This was precisely the misrepresentation the BBC Trust had criticised Laura Kuenssberg for. After complaints, the BBC eventually amended the text “to remove any possible ambiguity” on 7 June 2017, having allowed the misleading claim to remain live for four days during a crucial election period when security was the prime issue.
59. EL4C (@EL4JC), Twitter, 5 June 2017, https://archive.is/vP8cL.
60. This was later reflected in data from the British Election Study. Chris Prosser, ‘What was it all about? The 2017
61. Devutopia (@D_Raval), Twitter, 6 June 2017, https://archive.is/IpC06.


63. A YouGov poll released on 7 June 2017 showed there was strong support for the thrust of Theresa May’s response, in particular for the suggestion that there was too much tolerance of extremism. But there was also overwhelming agreement with Jeremy Corbyn’s point that foreign wars had increased the risk of terror attacks, and although the question was not asked directly in the Times-commissioned poll, it is highly likely there was support for recruiting more police. ‘YouGov / The Times Survey Results,’ YouGov, 7 June 2017, https://archive.is/jIglK.


65. ‘Jeremy Corbyn in Gateshead,’ Kevin Bennett Jr channel, YouTube, 5 June 2017, https://youtu.be/34odHCICaVU. Laura Hill, ‘Crowds as big as a Metro Arena gig, witty signs and a sense of humour - what we learned from Jeremy Corbyn’s visit,’ ChronicleLive, 5 June 2017, https://archive.is/kF2ED.


67. This was an idea borrowed from Jean-Luc Mélenchon, the French presidential candidate, who during his 2017 election campaign appeared at several simultaneous rallies—one in person, the others as a live hologram.


72. We Are His Media (@ReclaimTheNews), Twitter, 7 June 2017, https://archive.is/xsg2k.

73. Figures supplied to the author.


75. Faisal Islam, Twitter, 7 June 2017, https://archive.is/f8ysT.

76. Chris Matthew, Twitter, 7 June 2017, https://archive.is/rooVs.

77. ‘Jeremy Corbyn's final rally in Islington,’ Imajsa Claimant channel, YouTube, 8 June 2017, https://youtu.be/qQIUv_X_Usg.

78. Emily Thornberry, Facebook, 7 June 2017, https://archive.is/PeD8O.
79. Anecdotal account reported to the author.
80. Figure provided by Momentum.
82. This number (5.4 million to be specific, although there is a large margin of error when such a figure is extrapolated from a poll result) is larger than the 3.5 million by which Labour’s overall tally rose because an estimated 1.9 million of the party’s 2015 vote did not back the party again in 2017 (this seems like a lot but is historically unremarkable). See ‘2017 TUC Post-election poll,’ Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, June 2017, p. 9, https://archive.is/Ydt13 (download the ‘detailed presentation of key findings’).
86. Dan Hancox, “‘There is no unwinnable seat now’ – how Labour revolutionised its doorstep game,’ Guardian, 13 June 2017, https://archive.is/M57zw.

Chapter 16: Epilogue

1. Labour’s vote share in England rose by over 10 points to 42 per cent. The party did even better in Wales,
storming to 49 per cent, a 12-point rise on 2015. After all the hype about a potential Tory win in Wales, the party finished with just eight seats to Labour’s 28.


4. YouGov had Labour at 24 per cent on 19 April, 16 points short of what was eventually achieved. But Survation, which turned out to be the most accurate pollster, had Labour at 29 per cent on 22 April, 11 short. The British Election Study suggested Labour was on 27 per cent in the second week of the campaign. Ed Fieldhouse and Chris Prosser, ‘The Brexit election? The 2017 General Election in ten charts,’ British Election Study, 1 August 2017, https://archive.is/xXclh.

5. According to the poll a startling 42 per cent of people who voted Labour in 2017 had not done so in 2015, representing 5.4 million people. This number is larger than the 3.5 million by which Labour’s overall tally rose
because 1.9 million of the party’s 2015 vote did not back the party again (this seems like a lot but is historically unremarkable—in 2017 Labour held on to over 80 per cent of its previous vote, a better retention rate than it had managed at the 2015 election). Labour’s success among previous non-voters was marked. The party won 63 per cent of those who had not voted in 2015, the Tories won just 27 per cent. ‘2017 TUC Post-election poll,’ Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, June 2017, p. 9, https://archive.is/Ydt13 (download the ‘detailed presentation of key findings’).

6. Meanwhile, fewer older voters went to the polls, resulting in a much more balanced electorate. Turnout fell by 4 points among over-65s to 75 per cent. These are British Election Study figures, cited in Noel Depsey, ‘Turnout at elections,’ House of Commons Library briefing paper CBP 8060, 26 July 2017, Appendix 2: Estimated turnout by age at General Elections (%), accessed from https://archive.is/E8sdi.


Ipsos MORI had different figures (based on a much smaller sample than YouGov used). According to the company, Labour’s vote soared by 20 points among the

9. Because of the small subsamples of BAME voters, polling companies vary significantly in the vote shares they ascribe. According to Ipsos MORI, Labour won 73 per cent of BAME voters, up 8 points, while the Conservatives won just 19 per cent, down 4. Ipsos MORI estimated that turnout was up 6 or 8 points, depending on the measure used. Lord Ashcroft had Labour on 65 per cent among BAME voters, up 9, and the Conservatives on 21, down 4.


‘How did this result happen? My post-vote survey,’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, 9 June 2017, https://archive.is/YKPpe (download the full data tables, p. 6).

To compare the Lord Ashcroft figures with 2015 see ‘Why did people vote as they did? My post-vote poll,’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, 8 May 2015, https://archive.is/8yYaD (download the full data tables, p. 6).


11. Three pollsters give slightly different estimates of the vote by social grade.


For the 2015 results for comparison see chapter 3, note 23 above.


For the breakdown of the vote by income, instead of social grade, see Richard Seymour, ‘Did the working class turn blue in 2017?’ Patreon, 3 August 2017, https://archive.is/PdiI9.


For another version of the result by employment status, and for the breakdown of social grades by age, see ‘2017 TUC Post-election poll,’ Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, June 2017, p. 6, 8, https://archive.is/Ydt13 (download the ‘detailed presentation of key findings’).


13. In 2015 Labour and the Conservatives had both won about a quarter of switchers.


16. The contention that Labour’s success could be explained by a Remain surge was initially argued in a crass form for transparently ideological reasons by staunch opponents of Corbyn in the media, such as Nick Cohen. Purveyors of this narrative were then gifted ammunition in the form of a widely read article by Ed Fieldhouse and Chris Prosser of the British Election Study. They asserted that June 2017 was “undoubtedly the Brexit Election.” The argument ran as follows: one in three people thought the most important issue facing the country was Brexit; Leave voters moved towards the Conservatives and Remain voters moved towards Labour; those who prioritised controlling immigration were more likely to vote Conservative and those who prioritised single market access were more likely to vote Labour. Therefore, “the Tories were the party of hard Brexit whilst Labour was the party of soft Brexit.” Labour “scooped up the lion’s share” of Remain voters as it “was seen as the best bet for those wanting to keep closer ties with our European neighbours.” But this was a case built on a series of inferences. The correlation between Remain and Labour voters did not, in itself, demonstrate that it was Brexit, and not other factors,
that motivated people to vote for the party. For example, the authors commented that nearly two-thirds of “pro-EU Greens” switched to Labour. There were several reasons besides Brexit why former Green voters might have supported a Corbyn-led Labour Party—many of them had become members of it!

Another of Fieldhouse and Prosser’s findings sat in apparent contradiction to their main thesis. The additional voters Labour attracted in unprecedented numbers during the seven-week election campaign were, the authors found, “less in favour of a soft Brexit than those who already supported Labour at the start of the campaign. In other words, Labour’s election campaign allowed them to reach deeper into the pool of Euro-scepticism than they had in April.” This undermined the notion that Labour’s success was due to a flood of Remainers voting to stop Theresa May’s hard Brexit. Rather, Labour seems to have been adept at winning over the ambivalent.

Had Brexit really been the primary factor dictating the preference of Remain voters, the polls might have been expected to reflect this before the election campaign began. If the referendum alone had precipitated a political realignment, it was surprising that both Labour and the Liberal Democrats had polled so badly for so long. Fieldhouse and Prosser acknowledged this, writing that “it would be clearly wrong to say the election outcome was determined back in June 2016. More than at any British election in recent memory the election campaign mattered.” They also noted (with some exaggeration) that “Brexit was conspicuous by its absence during the 2017 General Election campaign.” If the campaign mattered more than ever, and Brexit
rarely featured, and the voters Labour gained in this period were less pro-EU than its existing supporters, could the party’s success really be explained by it being “seen as the best bet for those wanting to keep closer ties with our European neighbours”?

It is difficult reconcile the chronology of the campaign with the ‘revenge of the Remainers’ narrative. For the first three weeks of the campaign Brexit did, in fact, loom large. Indeed, May said it was the reason she had called the election, insisted that she needed a mandate for her stance, and even accused the EU of interfering in British democracy. During this time the Tories polled consistently in the upper 40s. It was only following the launch of the manifestos, when the conversation moved onto domestic policy and terrorism, that the Conservative Party began to fall in the polls. Meanwhile, on the Labour side, there was a snowball effect as a movement cohered behind the party. That experience, together with the role of Labour’s manifesto and the campaigning contribution of its members, were written out of the story if the result was determined by voters' pre-existing Brexit positions.

Fieldhouse and Prosser themselves wrote that “Labour’s campaign success demonstrates that the 2017 election was not exclusively about Brexit”—an implicit rebuke to the strident framing of their own article. Further, they found that “the main reason that Labour gained so much in the campaign at the expense of the other parties is the strong performance of Jeremy Corbyn”—a leader who was regularly accused by fervent Remainers of being a secret Brexiteer.

Perhaps the desire to make a bold, attention-grabbing claim about “the Brexit election” led Fieldhouse and
Prosser to present their findings in a way that seemed confusing and contradictory. In any case, the detail of their analysis did not provide the vindication that anti-Corbyn, pro-EU commentators believed it did.


On the correlations between Leave and Remain seats and Tory and Labour votes see:


‘The end of the Long 90s,’ Flip Chart Fairy Tales, 16 June 2017, https://archive.is/s3X7M.

17. As one study concluded: “The Conservatives did indeed tend to make gains in areas where there had been a higher Leave vote in the EU referendum, while Labour tended to make gains in areas where there was a higher Remain vote. Significantly, however, the correspondence is more pronounced between the Remain/Leave vote and change in vote share over the longer-term between 2005 and 2017… compared to the change between 2015 and 2017… To the extent that the Brexit vote was associated with voting patterns in the 2017 election, it was more due to its being a symptom of the long-term social and political changes that preceded it—rather than being the focus of an immediate Brexit realignment of English, and British, politics itself.” Will Jennings and Gerry Stoker, ‘Tilting Towards the Cosmopolitan Axis? Political Change in England and the 2017 General Election,’ The Political Quarterly, 25 July 2017, https://archive.is/OIyUY.
The widening of the gap in political allegiance between people who were hostile and people who were relaxed about immigration may have been accelerated by the referendum, but not in an even manner. There were much more dramatic shifts on the hostile side of the divide, where the Conservatives made big gains, probably due to gobbling up UKIP voters, while the impact was relatively muted for Labour. According to psephologist John Curtice, quoting data from the British Social Attitudes survey, among the segment of the population that was most negative about the cultural impact of immigration Labour lost 5 points in 2017, but it made gains with all other segments. The Tories, however, jumped 20 points among those most negative about the impact of immigration. It was a similar story with other measures designed to assess the political consequences of attitudes to immigration: Labour’s gains in vote share did not differ much between people who were willing to do a deal on immigration to secure free trade and those who were not, whereas the Conservatives gained hand over fist among people opposed to such a deal. ‘Professor John Curtice - How has Brexit reshaped British politics? (full lecture),’ University of Birmingham channel, YouTube, 16 October 2017, 28 minutes, https://youtu.be/eTwCZ6oifFQ.


19. The more than 5 million figure is based on polling evidence that 42 per cent of Labour’s 2017 voters (representing around 5.4 million people) had not voted for the party in 2015. See note 5 above.
20. This is according to a TUC-commissioned poll that asked respondents to pick their top three issues. Although some caution is necessary because the subsample size was not large, the gap between the NHS, which was picked by 76 per cent of the voters Labour gained, and Brexit, which was chosen by just 28 per cent, was significant. Among those who considered voting Labour but chose not to, Brexit was a far more prominent issue—suggesting that voters for whom Brexit was very important tended not to move towards Labour because of it, but rather away. ‘2017 TUC Post-election poll,’ Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, June 2017, p. 16, https://archive.is/Ydt13 (download the ‘detailed presentation of key findings’).

Further evidence that the voters Labour gained in 2017 could not be defined by their opposition to Brexit was provided by the British Election Study, in its finding that the party’s campaign converts were “less in favour of a soft Brexit” than its existing supporters. Ed Fieldhouse and Chris Prosser, ‘The Brexit election? The 2017 General Election in ten charts,’ British Election Study, 1 August 2017, https://archive.is/xXclh.

21. Thirty-six per cent of 18-34-year-olds listed Brexit as one of their top three issues compared to 47 per cent of 35-54-year-olds and 63 per cent of 65+s. ‘Post general election 2017 poll for the TUC,’ (an interactive website—select “Important issues” and Subgroups: Age to see the relevant graph), Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, June 2017, https://archive.is/E5fFo.

22. For the change in Conservative and Labour performance between 2015 and 2017 among people who voted Leave and Remain see ‘Professor John Curtice - How has Brexit reshaped British politics? (full lecture),’
Looking at it another way, according to Lord Ashcroft’s polls, the Labour vote was only somewhat more skewed to Remain in 2017 than it had been in 2016. Sixty-four per cent of the party’s 2017 support voted Remain, 31 per cent Leave. At the time of the referendum, the proportions were 63 per cent Remain, 37 per cent Leave. Other parties experienced much bigger shifts, in particular the Conservative Party, whose support was much more Leave dominated in 2017 than it had been a year earlier. Lord Ashcroft, ‘How did this result happen? My post-vote survey,’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, 9 June 2017, https://archive.is/YKPpe.


For Labour’s gains from other parties see the chart ‘A political realignment’ in John Burn-Murdoch, Billy Ehrenberg-Shannon and Aleksandra Wisniewska, ‘Election 2017: how the UK voted in 7 charts,’ Financial Times, 9 June 2017, https://archive.is/5uRCB.

Labour gained far more votes from previous non-voters than from switchers from any single other party. The Conservative rise in vote share, in contrast, came almost entirely from UKIP—gains and losses from other sources cancelled each other out. “Without the switch from UKIP, the Conservative vote would have been more or less the same as it was in 2015,” concluded John Curtice. ‘Professor John Curtice - How has Brexit reshaped British politics? (full lecture),’ University of Birmingham channel, YouTube, 16 October 2017, 25 minutes, https://youtu.be/eTwCZ6oifFQ.

24. According to John Curtice, using British Election Study data, Labour’s share of the vote among ‘social liberals’ grew by 13 points at the 2017 election, while it also increased by 5 and 8 points among ‘social conservatives’ and people in the middle respectively. Curtice contrasted this pattern with that revealed when voters were divided up by whether they were ‘left,’ ‘centrist,’ or ‘right’—categories that he defined mainly by economic attitudes (‘left’ people being more in favour of state intervention and equality, ‘right’ people being the reverse). In 2017, Labour gained 13 points among ‘left’ people, 11 points among ‘centrists,’ and 5 points among ‘right’ people. On this basis, Curtice argued that “the Labour Party did advance relatively strongly amongst left wing voters but actually did almost as well among what might be called Blairite Labour supporters, and this raises some doubt about the idea that the Labour Party’s success is a consequence of Corbyn’s left wing position… The element of Labour’s appeal that is much more clearly related to people’s willingness to switch differentially to the party is actually its distinctive social liberalism.” This contention was one element in Curtice’s broader proposition that Brexit had been “disruptive” to British politics, pushing ‘social liberals’ towards Labour, which partly accounted for its better-than-expected election result.
Several questions might be raised. For one, as Labour’s vote share appeared to rise by the same amount—13 points—among both ‘social liberals’ and ‘left’ voters, it is not clear why its ‘left’ gains should be considered so much less significant—especially as Labour started from a higher base of support among the group. More fundamentally, the sharp distinction Curtice drew between ‘left’ voters and ‘social liberals’ is somewhat artificial at a time when liberal attitudes to social issues form an increasingly prominent part of left wing identity. It is questionable how useful such a dichotomy is when evaluating Corbyn’s appeal in particular.

Curtice implied that while Labour’s success with ‘left’ voters could be credited to Corbyn’s politics, its popularity with ‘social liberals’ was more related to other factors, not least Brexit. But Corbyn’s long-standing social liberalism—in favour of human rights, gay rights, feminism, against racism—is what underpinned his credibility with the broad swathe of progressives that came together to form the Corbyn movement in 2015. Should it therefore be surprising that a Corbyn-led Labour Party did particularly well among ‘social liberals’ when it was led by a social liberal and propelled by a movement of social liberals?

‘Professor John Curtice - How has Brexit reshaped British politics? (full lecture),’ University of Birmingham channel, YouTube, 16 October 2017, 44 minutes, https://youtu.be/eTwCZ6oifFQ.

25. A lower percentage (58 per cent) of voters as a whole said the same, suggesting the support that Labour won came from people disenchanted with the status quo. There were votes in being radical which may not have been available to a leadership that had attempted to be

26. It was either Julia Hartley-Brewer or Susie Boniface.
